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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1983, O’Malley [ 151 studied shock layer behavior for boundary value 
problems for certain singularly perturbed quasilinear systems. He showed 
that, under hypotheses suggested by results on scalar equations, one can 
construct formal asymptotic approximations for solutions with interior 
layers. Also, using numerical methods devised by himself and Flaherty [7], 
he obtained numerical solutions which agreed with the results of his 
asymptotic analysis. O’Donnell [14] has given some existence results and 
estimates for shock layer problems, but his techniques apply only to 
systems of a special type (i.e., those which are “decoupled” by the reduced 
solutions). 
In this paper, we present an existence theory which is general enough to 
include O’Malley’s examples. First, we give sufficient conditions for the 
existence of boundary layers and discuss an elementary example which 
indicates that problems in which different components have layers at 
different boundaries can be more difficult than those in which the layers 
occur at the same boundary. The difficulty seems to be related to the fact 
that for such problems, the different components must have solutions with 
opposite stability requirements. This problem also occurs in the shock layer 
case and necessitates the inclusion of a hypothesis in addition to those 
listed by O’Malley. 
Uniqueness for systems of boundary value problems has been treated by 
several authors, including Hartman [S]. However, we are not aware of a 
previous treatment which is effective for the type of system under 
consideration, so we have included a brief discussion on uniqueness. 
For simplcity, our presentation is given for two-dimensional systems, but 
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2. BOUNDARY LAYER BEHAVIOR 
In this section we establish existence criteria for solutions exhibiting 
boundary layer behavior at one or both endpoints. The two-dimensional, 
weakly coupled system to be studied is 
cy” + a(x, y, 2) y’ + b(x, y, z) = 0, [:I (o)=[;;]? (1) 
EZ” + c(x, y, z) z’ + d(x, y, z) = 0, [;I w=[;;]. (2) 
Throughout this paper, we will assume that a, 6, c, and d are continuous 
functions in R3 and that they are of class C’ with respect to (y, z) E R*. 
Also, E will be a small, positive parameter. 
The first result to be presented treats the case where y and z have 
boundary layers at x = 0. Existence theorems for systems more general than 
(l), (2) have previously been given by Chang [2], Howes and O’Malley 
[ 111, Howes [lo], and Chang and Howes [3]. These papers also contain 
norm estimates for the solutions. O’Donnell [14] has proved a result for 
certain weakly coupled systems in which the hypotheses and solution 
estimates are given component-wise. Theorem 1 below extends O’Donnell’s 
work to a larger class of boundary value problems. 
In order to describe the behavior of solutions of (l), (2) for small values 
of E, we introduce the reduced problem 
a(x, u, II) u’ + b(x, u, u) = 0, (3) 
c(x, u, u) v’ I- d(x, u, u) = 0. (4) 
The following theorem shows that under appropriate hypotheses, (1), (2) 
will have a solution pair (y, z) for small E, which is closely approximated 
by a certain solution pair (u, v) of (3), (4) except in the boundary layer at 
x = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Assume: 
(a) Equations (3), (4) yield a cluss C* [0, 1 ] solution pair (u, u) with 
u(l)=B, undo(l)=B,; 
(b) there exist class C’ functions a, /I so that u(x, y, z) > a(x, y) and 
c(x, y, z) > /?(x, z) for (x, y, z) E S, where S = {(x, u(x), u(x)): 0 < x < 1 } u 
{ (0, y, z): y is between u(O) and A, and z is between u(0) and A,}; 
(c) a(x, u(x))>0 and /l(x, u(x))>Ofor O&x< 1; 
(d) (A, -u(O)) j&q a(0, s) u!s > 0 for 9 between u(O) and A,, 
(/I1 - v(0)) &,, @(O, s) ds > 0 for 0 between v(O) and A,. 
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Then for small E>O, (l), (2) h ave a solution pair y(x, E), z(x, E) so that 
y(x, E) - U(X) and z(x, E) - v(x) are O(E) for 6 <x 6 1, where 6 is a fixed 
positive constant. 
Proof: In the proof, we consider only the case A, > u(0) and A2 > v(0). 
The method of proof will be the construction of component-wise upper and 
lower solutions. 
First, we will establish an upper solution for y, subject to 
V(X) -D&e-‘” - O(E) <z < v(x) + r 
0 
f + D&ePk + O(E), (5) 
where D and Iz are positive constants to be chosen later in the computation 
and r is a boundary layer correction for z which satisfies: 
&rll+ P(O, v(0) + r) r = pr’, 
r(o) = A, - v(O), (6) 
where p is a small positive constant. 
The upper solution for y will have the form 
B=u+c&e-*“j&+X 
where C, E, 6, and I are positive constants and x is a boundary layer 
correction for y satisfying 
Ef + a(0, u(0) + x) x’ = yx’, 
x(O) = A, -u(O), 
(7) 
where y is a small positive constant. To show that /I is an upper solution, 
we compute 
E/3” + a(x, B, z) /I’ + b(x, 8, z) < ef + C62e-6”‘” + O(E) 
- a(x, j?, z) [AE&e-“” + C6e-6”‘“] 
+ [a(x, 24, v) + a2(CEe-6”‘” + 2 + E&e-““) 
+ us(z - v)] u’ + a(x, /?) x’ + b(x, 24, u) 
+ b2(C&eP6”/” +X+EePAX)+b,(z-v), (8) 
where a2, a3, b2, and b, represent partial derivatives evaluated at various 
intermediate values, and we have used the fact that x’ < 0. 
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Using Eqs. (3), (5), and (7) and combining some terms, we can show 
that (8) is less than or equal to (for small E) 
+EceCA”[-a(x, /?, z)%+a,u’+b,-a,CheC”“‘“] +Lo(c)+fi(~*), (9) 
where the O(E) expression is independent of D and E. In making this 
simplification, we have also used the fact x’ = 0(x/s). 
Next, one can use the implicit representation 
to show that for some constant P>O, 
r ; < pe - P(o.~(o))xl*~ 
0 
for 0 6 x < 1. (For a similar estimate see Fife [S, Lemma 2.11.) Now in (9), 
choose 6 = 0.5 min {a(O, u(O)), /?(O, u(0))). For C sufficiently large, we have 
that (8) is less than 
Since the negative term (y/2) x’ is dominant in (10) in the boundary layer 
and since fi is near u and z is near v outside the layer, (8) will be negative 
for small E provided that 
lu,u’+b,l D~e~““+E~e~““[-a~+a2u’+b2-a2C6e-6”’”] 
+ O(E) + o(&*) < 0 (11) 
for O<x< 1, where u,a,, a3, and b3 are evaluated at (x, u(x), v(x)). 
Choosing a lower solution for y of the form u - C&e-‘“‘” - E&e-1X also 
leads to condtion (11). 
Similarly, one can construct upper and lower solutions for z, arriving at 
the requirement 
]C,v’+d,( E&e-‘.‘C+D&e~~“[-cl+c,v’+d,-82Cse-6x/”] 
+0(E) + O(2) < 0. (12) 
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Since a and c are positive, we can choose 3, and D, E sufficiently large that 
(1 l), (12) are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
Note that a similar result for boundary layers at x = 1 is easily obtained 
by the change of variable x H 1 -x. 
Next, we consider the possibility of having one component with boun- 
dary layer at x = 0 and the other component with boundary layer at x = 1. 
Surprisingly, this case is not so simple, as the following elementary example 
illustrates. 
EXAMPLE 1. &y~+y'+(7c/2)z=O, y(O)=l,y(l)=O, 
&ZM - z' + (x/2)y = 0, z(O)=O, z(l)= 1. 
Because of the signs of the first derivative terms, the y component can 
have a boundary layer only at x = 0 and the z component can have a boun- 
dary layer only at x = 1. Consequently, for the solutions of the reduced 
problem, we require u( 1) = 0 and v(0) = 0. Then U(X) = C cos(7rx/2) and 
u(x) = C sin(nx/2) satisfy the reduced problem for every constant C. 
Singular perturbation problems which admit a continuum of apparently 
stable reduced solutions are generally quite difficult, even in the linear case. 
Other occurrences of this phenomenon can be found in Ackerberg and 
O’Malley [l], Flaherty and O’Malley [6], and Kelley [12]. 
In the present example, the boundary value problem is equivalent to 
Since the characteristic equation factors, we easily obtain the unique 
solution 
y(X,E)=(f+O(E))e-xp(&)fE(-~+~(E))ei.-l)P(’i 
+ ij+O(E) COsm(E)x+E i+@(c) sinm(s)x, 
( > ( > 
where 
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Observe that y(x, E) -+ 4 cos(7rx/2) as E -+ 0 for XE (0, I]. Similarly, 
z(x, E) + t sin(nx/2) as E -+ 0 for x E [0, 1). Thus exactly one pair of reduced 
solutions describes the behavior of the solution of the problem as E --) 0. 
In the next theorem, we show that each stable solution of the reduced 
problem attracts a solution of (l), (2) provided the influence of z in (1) and 
the influence of y in (2) is not too great (see also O’Donnell [14].) 
THEOREM 2. Assume: 
(a) Equations (3) and (4) yield a class C’[O, l] solution pair (u, u) 
with u( 1) = B, and u(0) = A,; 
(b) 4x, u(x), u(x)) > 0 and 4~ u(x), u(x)) < 0 for O<x<l, 
a( 1, u(l), z) > Ofor z between u( 1) and B, and ~(0, y, u(0)) < Ofor y between 
u(0) and A,; 
(~1 (A I - 40)) &,, ~(0, s, o(O)) ds> 0 for 1!9 between u(0) and A,, 
(&-W)&j ~(1, u(l),s)ds<Ofor 8 between u(1) and B,; 
(d) the inequalities 
uf’ + (a,~’ + b2)f+ luju’ + b,( g < 0, (13) 
cg’+ (c,o’+d,)g+ Ic2u’+d21 f-co, (14) 
where u, c and the deriuutiues u2, b,, u3, b,, c2, d2, c3, and d, are euuluuted 
at (x, u(x), u(x)), have a pair of positiue solutions f, g on [0, 11. 
Then for small E > 0, (l), (2) h uue a solution pair y(x, E), z(x, E) so that 
y(x, E) - u(x) = O(E) on [S, l] and z(x, E) - u(x) = O(E) on [0, 1 -S], where 
6 is a fixed positive constant. 
ProoJ: We will prove the theorem for the case A, > u(0) and B, > u( 1). 
The first step is to construct an upper solution for z, assuming that y 
satisfies the inequalities 
u(x) -f (x, E) - O(E) i y < u(x) + x 
0 
; +f (x, e) + O(E), (15) 
where x is a positive boundary layer correction at x = 0. Define 
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for some small positive constant p, cp is a positive O(E) function andf, g are 
positive O(E) functions which satisfy (13) and (14). Now 
EP” + 4% y, P) 8’ + 4x9 y, 8) 
= &PI + E(PU + O(E) + c(x, y, B)(cp’ + g’ + r’) 
+ Cc(x, 4 0) + CAY - u) + c,(cp + T+g)l u’ 
+ d(x,u,u)+d,(y-u)+d,(cp+r+g), (17) 
where the derivatives of c and d are evaluated at some intermediate values. 
Using (4), (15), and (16), we have that (17) is less than or equal to 
- 5 r’ + w” + c(x, y, P) cp’ + lczu’ + d,l (f+ x) 
+ 4x, Y, P) g’ + (~30’ + 4) g + WE) + W*), (18) 
where the 0(s) terms do not involve for g. 
Let y be a constant so that c < --y < 0 for the domain included in 
hypothesis (b) and let M be a bound for lczu’ + d21 on the same domain. 
Then define 
and note that rp satisfies the equation s(p” - y(p’ + iI41 = 0. Also, one can 
use the Fibini-Tonelli theorem to show that since x E L,[O, co), 
cp’ E L,[O, co), and cp = Co(&). Also note that cp and cp’ are non-negative. 
Since the negative term -(p/2) r’ is dominant in (18) for the layer at 
x = 0, it is enough to show that the remaining expression is negative along 
the reduced solution and in the layer at x = 1. But we have 
up” + ccp’ + Ic2 u’ + d2j x < E(P” - y(p’ + MX = 0, 
so the negativity of (18) is assured by choosing a suhiciently large O(E) 
solution of (13). 
The constructions of a lower solution for z (with no layer correction) 
and of upper and lower solutions for y are similar. Q.E.D. 
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which have no strictly positive solutions on [0, 11, although they do have 
positive solutions on any closed subinterval of [0, 11. This problem 
satisfies the other hypotheses, but not the conclusion of Theorem 2. 
3. SHOCK LAYER BEHAVIOR 
We consider here the shock layer problem formulated by O’Malley [ 151. 
Specifically, we ask under what conditions do there exist points x1 <x2 in 
(0, 1) so that y and z exhibit a rapid transition between reduced solutions 
at x1 and x2, respectively, when E is small. For simplicity, we assume there 
are no boundary layers, although these could be included using the techni- 
ques of Theorems 1 and 2. 
We will denote C* solutions of (3) by u and solutions of (4) by v with 
various subscripts depending on the domain. Let uL, vL have domain 
[0, x1] and satisfy ~~(0) =Ar, ~(0) =A*, and let uR, vR have domain 
[x2, l] and satisfy ~~(1) =Br, t+(l)= B,. On the intermediate interval 
[x,, x,], let ur, or satisfy vr(xr) = vL(xI) and #,(x2)= uR(x2). Then these 
solutions of (3) and (4) are uniquely determined if initial value problems 
have unique solutions. 
THEOREM 3. In addition to the hypotheses in the preceding paragraph, 
assume : 
(a) 4x, u,(x), k(x)) -c 0 for 0 d x 6 x1 ; a(x, y, z) > 0 for y = q(x), 
z= Q(X), x1 GxGx,, for x=x2, y=u,(x,), z between vI(x2) and v,(x,); 
and for y=uR(x), z=v,(x), x,<x<l; c(x,y,z)<O for y=uL(x), 
z=vL(x), O<x<x,; for x=x1, y between uL(xl) and u,(x,), z = v,(x,); 
and for y = q(x), z = v,(x), x1 <x 6 x2; c(x, u,(x), vR(x)) > 0 for 
x,<xd 1; 
(b) S,(x,)=S~~~~~a(x,,s,v,(x,))ds=O and S,(x2)=J$3c(x2, 
+(x2), s) ds = 0; 
(c) S, and S, change sign at x1 and x2, respectively; 
(d) S$x,) 4x1 T s, vL(xl 1) ds and jt&) c(x,, u,(x,), s) ds do not vanish 
for 8, between uL(x,) and uI(xI) andfor 8, between vI(xz) and v,(x,); 
(e) inequalities (13) and (14) have a pair of positive solutions f, g on 
cx, > x21. 
Then for small values of E, (l), (2) has a solution pair y(x, E), z(x, E) for 
which the corresponding reduced solutions are Co(&) approximations except in 
O(E) intervals about x, and x2, respectively. 
Proof: We consider only the case uL(xl) < ur(xr). The other cases are 
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similar. First, we construct upper and lower solutions for z on [0, x,] 
subject to 
+ EEe”“, 
where x is a positive shock layer correction at x=x, and E and 1 are 
positive constants. Let 
fi(x, E) = uL(x) + cp 
where cp is a nonnegative O(E) function and D is a positive constant. Then 
EBN + 4x9 YT B) P’ + 4% y, P) 
= w” + 4x, Y, B) cp’ + [4x, UL, VL) + CAY - UL) 
+c,(cp + D&e”“)](& + D&e’“) + O(E*) 
+ d(x, uL, uL) + d,(y - uL) + d,(cp + he”“) + O(E) 
Q q” + c(x, y, B) cp’ + Ic20~ + d,l (x + E.se”“) 
+ DEeA”(k(x, uL, uL) + c3ut + d,) + Co(&) + O(c2), (20) 
where we have used (4) and (19), and the O(E) term is independent of D 
and E. 
Choose positive constants y and M so that c < - y < 0 on the domain in 
hypotheses (a), where c is negative and Ic2u~ + d,l < M. Define 
where F is a positive constant and x 6 xi. It is easy to check that cp and cp’ 
are positive, cp = O(E) and q’(O) = F. Later we will choose F large enough 
that the left-hand derivative of the upper solution at xi is at least as big as 
the right-hand derivative (as required by the basic existence theory.) Also, 
cp satisfies e(p” - y(p’ + Mx = 0. It follows that (20) will be negative if we can 
choose positive constants 2, D, and E so that for 0 < x < xi, 
D(lc+c,u’,+d,)+Ic,u~+d,l E+@(l)<O, (21) 
where all functions in (21) are evaluated at (x, u,(x), uL(x)). 
Similarly, a = uL - cp -D&e’* is a lower solution for z on [0, xi] 
provided that (21) is satisfied. 
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The next step is to show that 
j?(x, c) = uL(x) + x y + E&P, 
( ) 
where x is a positive solution of the differential inequality 
&I” + 4x, 3 dx,) + x, U&I 1) x’ < 0 
for Odx<x, with x(x1) = u,(x,)- u,(x,), is an upper solution for y on 
[0, x,], subject to 
Using a calculation much like that in the proof of Theorem 1 (see also 
Howes [9]), we can show that J$” + a(x, 8, z) b’ + b(x, B, z) is negative on 
[0, xl] if we can choose positive constants 1, D, and E so that 
E(la + azu; + b,) + D la3u;. + b,l + Co(l) < 0 (22) 
for 0 6 x <x1, where all functions are evaluated at (x, u,(x), Us). Note 
that both a and c are negative by hypotheses (a), so it is possible to choose 
a large value of I and then sufficiently large values of D and E so that (2 1) 
and (22) are simultaneously satisfied. Furthermore, (22) implies that 
a = uL - E&eiX is a lower solution for y on [O, x,]. 
Now consider the intermediate interval [x, , x2]. Assume for x1 < x ,< x2, 
x--x1 &(x)-r - 
( ) -f(x, E) 6 Y G 4x) +f(x, El, E 
where r is a positive shock layer correction and f = O(E). Let 
P(x, 6) = h(X) + $ ( ) T + g(x, E), 
where + = O(E) and f and g are positive O(E) solutions of (13), (14). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we have 
@” + 4% Y, B) B’ + 4x, y, B) 
< E'hN++,.Y, 8)$'+ Ic~V;+dzi (r+f) 
+ C(X, Y, fi) g' + CC3 0; + &I g + n(E) + O(E*). (23) 
Let 
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where y and A4 were defined earlier in the proof and K is a positive 
constant. Then $ = O(E), $(O) = EK, $‘(O) = jr ePY”Mf(s) ds > 0, and 
E$” - r$’ + Mf = 0. Thus we have that (23) is negative on [x,, XJ if a 
sufficiently large solution g of (14) is chosen, so /I is an upper solution for z 
on Cx,, -4 
Comparing the upper solutions for z defined above, we see that their 
derivatives at x1 have the correct relationship if we choose the constant F 
in the definition of rp to be larger than u;(xl) - &(x.) + jr ePY”MT(s) ds. 
Also, we can make the upper solution continuous at x1 by adjusting K and 
D. The lower solution for z on [x,, x2] is handled in much the same way. 
Finally, we need to construct upper and lower solutions for y on 
[x,, x2]. Recall that -1+9 -g<z- aI <$ +g and define /I= ur +f and 
c1= ur - r-f, where r is a positive solution on [xi, x2] of 
ErN + a(x,, UI(Xl) - r, UI(X,)) r’ < 0 
with T(x,)= ur(x,)-ur(x,). The verification that #I and a satisfy the 
requisite inequalities is similar to previous calculations and will be omitted. 
Also, the upper and lower solutions for y can be made continuous at x1 by 
adjusting f and E. 
We have completed the computations for the shock layer at xi and the 
adjoining intervals. The shock layer at x2 can be treated in a similar 
fashion. Q.E.D. 
The following example, which was considered by O’Malley [lS], 
illustrates the use of Theorems 2 and 3. 
EXAMPLE 2. y"+yy'-0.2y(-3y+z)=O, y(O)= -5, y(l)= 3; EZ” + 
zz'-0.2z(-2Oy+6z)=O, z(O)= -5, z(l)= 12. 
O’Malley showed that a formal asymptotic representation of a solution 
exhibiting shock layer behavior can be constructed for this problem. He 
also obtained numerical results which indicated that at least two distinct 
solutions of shock layer type exist. 
We consider first the setting of Theorem 3, in which the y component has 
the initial shock at x, followed by a shock in z at x2. The reduced 
equations together with the boundary conditions yield U=(X) = 
5( 3e2+ - 4eXi5), uL(x) = 5( 15eZX” - 16e”“), uR(x) = 3ecX- ‘)j5, and uR(x) = 
12e(X-‘)‘5. In order to locate the layer positions x1 and x1 and to compute 
u,(x), u,(x), we use hypothesis (b) and the conditions ul(xI’) = uL(xI) and 
u1(x2) = uR(xz), obtaining the system of equations 
ae'2"1'/5 + pex1/5= -5[ 3ew5-4eq 
5ae2w/5 + 4flex2/5= -12e(x2-1)/5, 
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Numerical solution of this system gives us the approximate results 
x1 = 0.25, x2 = 0.72, u,(x) = - 17e2’/5 + 22e-Y/5, and ut(x) = - 86e2’j5 + 
89e”15. Next, we easily check that all these reduced solutions have the 
stability properties listed in hypothesis (a). Hypotheses (c) and (d) are also 
readily verified. 
Finally, inequalities (13) and (14) are 
u,f’+(U;+ 1.2u,-0.2o,)f+0.2u,g<O, 
o,g'+(o; +4u, -2.4v,)g-4v,f<O. 
Making use of the reduced equations, we can simplify these inequalities, 
obtaining 
f'+ 0.6f+ 0.2g < 0, 
g' - 1.2g - 4f > 0. 
Note that if the inequality signs are replaced by equality signs, the resulting 
equations are solved by the positive functions u,(x), -u,(x)! Consequantly, 
we can solve the inequalities by slightly perturbing one of these functions; 
for example, the choices f = ut(x) and g = 86ezxi5 - (89 + y) eX15 will work if 
y is small but positive. Theorem 3 now yields the existence of a solution, 
which is sketched in Fig. 1. 
By interchanging the roles of y and z, we can use Theorem 3 to show 
that a second solution exists so that the shock layer for z occurs before the 
shock layer for y. The functions uL, uL, uR, and vR are the same as before, 
but now the points x1 <x2 and the functions ut, ut must satisfy 
FIG. I. A first solution with shock Iayers for Example 2. 
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d-d = u&A7 uI(x2) = uR(x2), uI(x2) = -dx2) and Al = -WI). 
Comparing these equations to the previous system, we see that the same 
values of x1 and x2 will work if we choose uI and vi to be the negatives of 
the earlier intermediate reduced solutions. 
Inequalities (13) and (14) for this case reduce to 
f' + 0.6f - 0.2g > 0, 
g’- 1.2g+4f<O. 
We cannot use ui and vi to solve these, but nevertheless, the inequalities 
are easily solved. For example, the choices f = eX/’ - y and g = 4eXi5 - 3.1~ 
will suffice if y is small but positive. We can apply Theorem 3 again to 
deduce the existence of another solution which is graphed in Fig. 2. 
We now ask if this example has any solutions with boundary layers. If a 
solution exists so that both components have boundary layers at x= 0, 
then the reduced solutions uR and uR would attract the solution outside the 
layers since they are stable. However, one of the boundary layer 
inequalities (hypothesis (d) of Theorem 1) is not satisfied. Since these 
conditions are necessary for boundary layer behavior, a solution of this 
type cannot exist. We can also eliminate the possibility of both components 
having boundary layers at x = 1. 
Next, we check to see if there is a solution of the type covered by 
Theorem 2. Using hypothesis (a) of that theorem, we find, approxi- 
mately, u(x) = - 129e2”15 + 160e”” and V(X) = - 645e2”15 + 640e”15. Then 
hypotheses (b) and (c) of Theorem 2 are satisfied, and (d) leads to the 
inequalities 
f'+ 0.6f+ 0.2g-c 0, 
g'- 1.2g- 4f> 0, 
y t 
FIG. 2. A second solution with shock layers for Example 2. 
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FIG. 3. A solution with boundary layers for Example 2 
which have the positive solutions f= U(X) and g = 645e2”15 - (640 + y) eX’5 
for small y > 0 and 0 d x < 1. By Theorem 2, the boundary value problem 
has a third solution, which is shown in Fig. 3. 
It is easy to check that the problem does not have a solution so that z 
has a boundary layer at 0 and y has a layer at 1. However, it is possible 
that there are additional solutions having more than one shock layer or for 
which the singular reduced solutions (u = 0, u = 0) play a role in describing 
the asymptotic behavior. 
4. UNIQUENESS 
We will use the maximum principle and a simple geometric argument to 
show that certain boundary value problems for weakly coupled two-dimen- 
sional systems have at most one solution. Higher dimensional problems 
will not be discussed here, although similar techniques can be applied to 
three-dimensional systems. 
The next lemma is a maximum principle for scalar equations, which is 
essentially contained in Rotter and Weinberger [16]. Let 
Q,= ((y,z)~R*: (-l)i+lyaO, (-I)‘+‘z>o} for i=l,2, j=l,2. 
Consider the equation 
Y” +f(x, y, Y’, z) = 0, (24) 
0 <x < 1, where f is continuous and is of class C’ with respect to y, y’ 
and z. 
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LEMMA. Suppose there is an interval (a, b) E [0, 11, an open set 
$2 E (a, b) x R3 and a positive function w E C”‘(a, b) so that 
WN +f3b, y, Y’, 2) w’ +f2(4 y, Y’, z) w G 0, 
f&T Y,  Y’, 2) G 0, 
for (x, y, y’, z)EQ. Suppose also that (yl, zl) and (yz, z2) solve (24) on 
(a, 6) and that for a<x<b, (x,y,,y;,z,), (x,yz,y$,zz) and the line 
segmentjoiningthemliesinSZ.Zf(y,-yyl,z,-z,)~Ql,fora<x<bandif 
( yz - yl)/w has a maximum on (a, b), then (y, - y,)/w is constant on (a, b). 
Also, zf (y,-y,,z,-z,)E&, for a<x<b and tf (y2-yI)/w has a 
minimum on (a, b), then (y, - yl)/w is constant on (a, b). 
Proof Suppose p = (y, - yi)/w has a positive maximum at x,, E (a, 6). 
Then p satisfies the equation 
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at points in 0. Since f4 < 0 and 
z2 - zi > 0, p satisfies 
p”+w-‘[f*pw+f,(p’w+pw’)+2p’w’+pw”]$0. 
Note that the coefficient of p is w  - ‘(w” + f3 w’ + f2 w), which is assumed to 
be nonpositive. By the maximum principle, p is constant on (a, b). Q.E.D. 
Iff, 20, then similar results are true for (z2-zi)/w in Q,, and Q,,. 
Now we add to Eq. (24) the equation 
Z” + g(x, z, z’, y) = 0 (25) 
and the boundary conditions 
y(O)=A,, z(O)=Az, Y(l)=B,Y z(l)=&. (26) 
THEOREM 4. Let a, and Sz, be relatively open subsets of [0, l] x R3 so 
that for each XE [0, 11, the cross sections of Q, and 0, are convex. Suppose 
there are positive functions w1 and w2 of class C2(0, 1) so that 
4 +f3b Y9 Y', 2) 4 +f2k Y,  Y', z) Wl e 0, 
f&5 y, Y', z) 6 0, 
(27) 
for (x, Y, Y', z) E aI, and 
w; + g,(x, z, z’, y) w; + g,(x, z, z’, Y) w2 G 0, 
g,(x, z9 z’, Y) 2 0, 
(28) 
409/131/2-2 
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for (x, z, z’, y) E Q,. Then (24)-(26) has at most one solution pair y, z so that 
(x, y, y’, z) e Q, and (x, z, z’, y) E Q, for 0 6 x d 1. 
Proof: For the sake of arriving at a contradiction, suppose there are 





and let u be the vector with components p, q. Since u is not identically zero, 
one of its components must be nonzero at an interior point of [0, 11. We 
consider only the case p(x) > 0 for some x E (0, 1). Then p must have a 
positive maximum on (0, 1 ), so the lemma implies that for some x0 E (0, 1 ), 
u(xO) E int Q,2. Since q(x,) < 0, we can apply the remark following the 
proof of the lemma to conclude that for increasing or decreasing x (without 
loss of generality, suppose the former) u must enter int QZ2. Choose xi so 
that u(x,)~int QZ2 and q(x) <O for x,<x<x,. Since p(x,) ~0, another 
application of the lemma yields that u must enter int Q2, for increasing x. 
Choose x2 > xi so that u(xZ) E int Q2, and p(x) -c 0 for xi <x < x2. 
Clearly, we can continue this construction, and it follows that u spirals 
around the origin infinitely many times as x increases. Since u( 1) = 0, there 
must be a value of x so that u(x) = 0 and u’(x) = 0. By uniqueness of 
solutions of initial value problems, we have u = 0, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The simple example 
y” + 712z = 0, Y(o)=Y(l)=o, 
z” + ?T’y = 0, z(0) = z( 1) = 0, 
shows that some restrictions on f4 and on g, are needed for uniqueness. 
The key for using Theorem 4 is finding positive functions wi, w2 which 
satisfy (27), (28). To illustrate how this might be accomplished, we return 
to Eq. (l), in which we assume that the function a is independent of z. Now 
(27) is 
EWE + aw’ + (az y’ + b2) w < 0. 
Since w  is to be positive, let w  = eI’: 
E(A’+A2)+a~+a,y’+b,<o. 
In order to eliminate y’ from the preceding inequality, let 
y = -a(x, Y(X))/& + cp(x, E). A short computation results in the equivalent 
inequality 
up’--aacp+c(p2+b2-alGO. (29) 
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If 6, -CI, GO, then (29) is satisfied by taking rp = 0. This uniqueness 
criterion was proved by Lorenz [ 131 for scalar equations using a different 
method. Also, if a is bounded away from zero, then (29) can be satisfied by 
choosing cp to be a suitable constant. 
In some cases, (29) can also be used to establish local uniqueness (see 
also Coddington and Levinson [4].) For example, consider the scalar 
problem 
cy” + a(x, y) y’ + b(x, y) = 0, 
~(0) = A, y(l)=& 
Let u be a stable reduced solution satisfying u( 1) = B and u(0) < A. 
Suppose y(x, E) is a solution of the problem so that y(x, E) < 
U(X) + ~(x/E) + O(l), where r is a positive boundary layer correction at 
x = 0. Then 
-4x, y(x)) = - a(x, u(x)) - a,( y - u) < - y + Nr(X/E) 
for some y > 0 and N > 0. Define 
where M > 0. Note that cp is a positive solution of E(P’ + (N~(x/E) -7) rp = 
-M, and since j;r(t/c) dt = O(E), we have rp = U( 1). Thus 
up’-aacp+up2+b2-a,<tqf+(NT-y)cp+~(p2+b2-a, 
= -M+ecp2+b2--a,<0 
for large enough M, so (29) holds. We conclude that y is the only solution 
of the problem which satisfies the inequality y(x, E) < u(x) + ~(x/E) + o( 1). 
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